Let k be an algebraically closed field and let S= k [X,, X,, X2, X3]. For a curve Cc Pi, the Hartshorne-Rao module M(C) = BneiE H'(P3, Xc(n)) is a graded S-module of finite length and, up to duals and shifts, is a complete invariant of liaison (cf. [ 12 1).
Let k be an algebraically closed field and let S= k[X,, X,, X2, X3]. For a curve Cc Pi, the Hartshorne-Rao module M(C) = BneiE H'(P3, Xc(n)) is a graded S-module of finite length and, up to duals and shifts, is a complete invariant of liaison (cf. [ 12 1) .
Given a graded S-module M = @,, z M, of finite length, the action of S, = P'(P', 6( 1)) between two consecutive components (i.e., Ql,,: S, + Hom(M,, M, + ,)) gives rise to a degeneracy locus, which can be thought of as lying in PSI = (P')*. Namely, let I',,,= P'(LES, Irk4,,(L)<r) and let V, = V,,s where s = max(r I V,., 5 ( P3)* ) (or else V, = 0). These loci are isomo~hism invariants and are preserved under duals and shifts.
For M = N(C) these loci are related to the geometry of C itself. The main philosophy that emerges (Section 2) is that the degeneracy locus generally corresponds to those planes H in P3 which meet C nongenerically, either containing a component of C or having Cn N impose an unusually small number of conditions on some plane curves on H. We conclude Section 2 by applying these ideas to derive some necessary conditions for M(C) to have components in negative degrees.
The remaining sections give various apphcations of the techniques introduced in Section 2. First, in Section 3 we classify sets of skew lines up to liaison. That is, if C and C' consist of t 2 3 and t' skew lines, respectively, then we ask when C can be linked to C'. The answer in general is "never," but the situation changes signi~cantly if C lies on a quadric surface (cf. Theorem 3.1). A large part of the answer can be read from the degeneracy locus V,.
In Section 4 we answer a question of Geramita, Maroscia, and Vogel (cf. [ 31) They define a C,,,-configuration to be a certain configuration of m + n lines in P3. For most choices of m and n they tell when this curve is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and when it is arithmetically Buchsbaum (see also [4] ), leaving open only the case Cl,n. The C-M and Buchsbaum properties of a space curve are reflected in the Hartshorne-Rao module in a simple way, so the techniques of Section 2 can be used to complete the picture (cf. Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2).
In Section 5 we classify "general" smooth rational curves up to liaison. In degree 7 or larger this is essentially a special case of the work done by Lazarsfeld and Rao in [8] (cf. Proposition 5.1). In degrees 5 and 6, however, an examination of the degeneracy loci gives a somewhat surprising answer which involves the geometry of the curves (cf. Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3). The proof of the sextic case requires a new technique: we must examine not only the degeneracy locus I/, but also a certain line bundle associated to it.
NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS
Let k be an algebraically closed field and let S = k[X,, X1, X2, X3]. By a curve we shall mean a closed, one-dimensional subscheme of Pi (we henceforth delete the subscript k) which is equidimensional and locally Cohen-Macaulay. If X is the complete intersection of two surfaces (i.e., Z(X) = (F, , F2) for some relatively prime homogeneous polynomials F,, F, E S) then two curves C, C' are directly linked by X, written C -X C', if Z(X): Z(C) = Z(C'). (With our hypotheses, this is equivalent to Z(X): Z(C') = Z(C)-cf. [ 1 l] or [ 141.) C is linked (resp. evenly linked, oddly linked) to C' if C' can be obtained from C by a finite (resp. even, odd) succession of direct links. We then write C-C'.
The main result concerning these liaison equivalence classes involves the Hartshorne-Rao module M(C) = en E z H'( P3, Y&n)): THEOREM 1.1. (a) (Hartshorne) If C -X C' where Z(X) = (F,, F2) and degFi=di (i=1,2) then M(C)EM"(C')(~-~,-~~), where M"(C')= Hom,( M( C'), k).
(b) (Rao) If M(C) g M( C')(v) for some v E Z then C N C'. (c) (Rao) Zf M is any graded S-module of finite length then there exists a smooth curve C such that M(C)EM(V) for some v E 22'.
ProojI See [12] . 1 The next fact, relating the degrees and artithmetic genera of linked curves, is often useful: Proof: See [ 11, Proposition 3.11. i Let M= OnGz M, be a graded S-module of finite length, and let S, = p(lP3,S( 1)). The S-module structure of M is given by the collection of vector space homomorphisms dn: S, + HomJM,, M,, i). Since 4, is trivial if either M, or M,, i is zero, assume that this is not the case for some choice of n. If we choose bases for M, and for M, + , , and if L = aoX, + u1 X, + f&f* +%x3 E Sl, then 4, can be viewed as a (dim M,, r) x (dim M,) matrix A, whose entries are linear polynomials in the CI,.
We will be interested in the ranks of the homomorphisms d,(L) as L ranges over S,. More specifically, for each n we will want to study the set of L's for which r&,,(L) is unusually small. Since scalar multiplication does not affect these ranks, we will view these sets as lying in PS, = (P3)*, the dual projective space. The point corresponding to the mulitples of L E S, shall be denoted L*. DEFINITION 1.3. Let 1 < r + 1 < min{ dim M,, dim M,, , ). Then W,,, is the closed subscheme of (P3)* defined by the (r + 1) x (r + 1) minors of A,, and v,,r is the variety on which W,,, is supported. Equivalently, V,,, = {L* E (p3)* I r@,(L) d r}, and from this we extend the definition of I',,, to include all integers n and r.
We shall primarily be interested in the V,,,, since they are just algebraic subsets of (lP3)* without extra scheme structure. (Of course, when W,,, is reduced then W,,, = I',,,.) It is thus worth noting that if W,,, has the expected codimension, one can write its degree (in which case we have at worst an upper bound for the degree of I',,,). This is a consequence of the following result: [l] for the statement of Porteous' Formula in full generality). Each term in this determinant will contain w(~-~)(~-'), so deg Y, will just be the sum of the coefficients. This is a long, but elementary, calculation (cf. PI)* I
Returning to our varieties V,,,, note that V,,, E I',,,+, for all r, and V = (lP3)* for r$O. We shall be primarily concerned with the last V,,, wgch is a proper subvariety of (P3)*: DEFINITION 1.5. For fixed n, let s=max(rI V,,, $ (P3)*) and let v, = VW Now, observe that the schemes Wn,, (and hence the varieties Vn,r) are independent of the choice of vector space bases for the M,. Hence they are isomorphism invariants of the module A4 (although they do not generally determine A4 up to isomorphism). Furthermore, since the transpose matrix '4, has the same (r + 1) x (r + 1) minors, it follows that the dual module M" = HomJM, k) has the same collection of schemes W,,, (and hence varieties V,,,), but in the reverse order: W,,yr = We,-l,r. Finally, it is clear that they are preserved under shifts of M or M " (with the obvious reindexing).
By Hartshorne's theorem (Theorem 1.1(a)), then, the Wn,r are invariants of a given liaison class, as are the V,.r and the V,. We next examine the relation between the V,, and the curves in the liaison class.
GEOMETRIC INVARIANTS OF LIAISON
W shall now require that the S-module be the Hartshorne-Rao module M(C) of a curve C. We will see that the determinantal loci of Section 1 are closely connected to the geometry of the curve C, and once this relationship is established we will reach a number of conclusions about what Hartsho~e-Rao modules can look like in negative degrees.
The main observation to make here is that although the dimensions of the various components of M(C) are relatively easy to compute, the module structure requires much more careful study. The object of this section is to examine this structure in some detail. In order to do this, we must first understand how the S-multiplication 4, : S, --t Hom(M,( C), M, + ,(C)) is induced. Let L E S,. Then L gives a map of sheaves 9&l XL Yc(n + 1)
by usual multiplication, and this induces the homomorphism 4,(L) on the first cohomology.
Observe that the map (1) is injective. A natural way to get one's hands on 4,(L), then, is to find the cokernel of (1) and study the associated long exact cohomology sequence. We will use this idea to locate the variety V,. The techniques used depend on the choice of L. The simplest case is the "general" situation where the hyperplane (L = 0) (denoted HJ meets C in a finite number of points.
Let Uc(P3)* be the open set {L*~(lP'~)*1dim[H,nC]=O}. Then a geometric condition for L* E U to be in V, is the following: Proof: Observe that the ideal sheaves are thought of as subsheaves of OHL(n + 1) and &JHJn + 1 ), respectively, rather than as subsheaves of O&n + 1). Then the cokernel of (1) comes from restricting to the hyperplane H,: since L* E U we have the exact sequence o-9-&n) XL &(n+ 1) 2 JtHLAC~HL(n++l)-0 (2) which is standard. A similar sequence can be written for M*. Taking cohomology, one gets
The entries are all k-vector spaces, and the first two do not depend on the choice of L. Since V,, was defined to be a proper subvariety of (P3)* (or empty), the result follows. 1
This has a very geometric interpretation: COROLLARY 2.2. L* E U n V,, if and only if there exists M* E U such that the points of H, n C impose fewer conditions on plane curves of degree n + 1 in the plane H, than the points of H, n C do in the plane H,. EXAMPLE 2.3. To illustrate Corollary 2.2 in action, let C be the disjoint union of a conic Y and a line ,l. Then dim M,(C) = dim M,(C) = 1 and dim M,(C) = 0 otherwise. It follows that either V, is empty or else it is a plane in (P3)*. We now show that the latter is the case, and we identify V,,.
Let L E S, such that dim(H, n C) = 0. Since a general plane meets C in three non-collinear points, by Corollary 2. Observe that M(C) is sufficiently simple in this case that it is determined up to isomorphism by V,. Hence applying Hartshorne's theorem and Rao's theorem, we have proved the following: if C and C' are each the disjoint union of a line and a conic, with P and P' respectively the distinguished points (as above), then C is linked to C' if and only if P= P'.
An interesting generalization of this is to take C to be the disjoint union of a line ,l and a plane curve Y of degree t + 1. Then a calculation shows that dim M,(C) = 1 for 0 < n < t and dim M,(C) = 0 otherwise, and the V,, (0 < n < t -1) are all the same plane. The question of when two such curves are linked has the same answer as above (where t = 1). 1 Now observe that (2) is no longer an exact sequence if H, is allowed to contain a component of C. Yet as we have seen in the preceding example, this situation is worth examining. The main case for us will be the following: 
for n = 0 and n = 1, respectively.) Hence it is reasonable to look for V,. Now we claim that for a general L E Si, 4,,(L) is injective. It suffices to produce one such L. From the exact sequence (3), this will follow from 481,'99/2-I9 FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 Claim. There exists a plane H, such that Prooj: The claim is easy if Y is supported on a curve of degree at least two, so it suffices to consider the case where Y is supported on a line. Our proof will be by contradiction. Let Q E A and suppose that for any H, which contains Q and meets C transversely, H, n Y is a point P (with multiplicity since deg Y 2 2) whose ideal in H, contains a linear element, and that furthermore this line contains the point Q. (See Fig. 1 .) By this hypothesis, if we let H, vary in the pencil of planes containing the line m, these planes will always contain the "fuzzy" point P. This should continue to be true if we specialize to the plane H = m. (See Fig. 2 .)
But if we had started with Q' # Q on 1 then the same point P would have to lie on the line pe' on H. This contradiction proves the claim. This proposition is easily generalized by making minor changes in the exact sequences (5) . One can then allow Y and 1 to meet, replace A by a plane curve of higher degree, make statements about Vi (i > 0), etc. The primary limit to the possible generalizations is the condition that hoWI,, &nHLIHLti+ l))=O. 
I
Remark 2.7. We could also have begun this study with homomorphisms #n,d: Sd + Hom(M,, h4,,+d), and described in a similar manner the determinantal loci in IF-r, where y = ("; 3). Then planes are replaced by surfaces of degree d, and one easily replaces Proposition 2.1 with an analogous statement.
One natural analog to Proposition 2.4 in this case is worth noting. Suppose FE H"(a3, &(d)) ( i.e., the surface (F= 0) contains C). Then Q&F) is the zero homomorphism, for all n. This is proved in the same way as the last part of Proposition 2.4, but using the restriction sequence (4) together with the sequence
Since H1(P3, &3(n)) = 0 for all n, we get
from which the result follows. 1
We now apply these techniques to draw some simple conclusions about curves C whose Hartshorne-Rao modules are shifted quite far to the left. Specifically, we want to say something about when M(C) can have components in negative degree.
Proof: Let L E S, such that dim(H, n C) = 0, so the exact sequence (3) applies. Since n < -1 clearly hO(H,, YcnHLIHL(n + 1)) = 0 so we immediately get dim M,(C) 6 dim M, + i(C).
However, suppose dim M,(C) = dim M, + i(C) = p + 1 (say). Then by the expected codimension formula in Lemma 1.4 we deduce that dim Vn,p 2 2. This corresponds to the set of all 9,(L) which have a kernel. (Note I'n,p is not necessarily the same as I',-it is either a surface or all of (lP3)*.)
Since there can be at most a one-dimensional family of planes which contain components of C, there must exist L* E Vn,p which meets C in a finite number of points. But then (3) applies to the corresponding d,(L), and since hO(H,, YCnHLIHL(n + 1)) =0 we see that such a d,(L) cannot have a kernel. 1
In one sense this is as good as we can hope for, because there are examples where dim M,(C) = dim M,(C) (e.g., see Example 2.3). Proposition 2.8 has an immediate corollary, which is not new. (A totally different proof can be found in [14] .) COROLLARY 2.9. Let M be a non-zero graded S-module of finite length. A necessary condition for M to be the Hartshorne-Rao module of a curve is that some non-zero component of M be in degree zero or more.
Of course, this condition is very far from being sufficient. This can be seen at once from Corollary 1.3 of [8] , where they show that for certain curves X in P3, any leftward shift of M(X) cannot be realized as the Hartshome-Rao module of any curve.
Finally, we can make a slight improvement on Proposition 2.8:
p + 2 (say) then Vn,p = V, is a union of lines, and C must contain at least one component which is supported on a line.
Proof By combining the expected codimension formula of Lemma 1.4 with the argument in the proof of Proposition 2.8, we get that V,,p must be a curve in (P3)*, and that the corresponding hyperplanes in P3 each contain a component of C. The result follows immediately. 1
It may be remarked that there do exist curves satisfying the hypdthesis of Corollary 2.10. In fact, for any r < 0 there exist curves C of degree two, supported on a line, such that dim M,(C) = 1 and dim M, + 1(C) = dimM,(C)+l for r<n< -1 (cf.
[lo]).
SKEW LINES
One of the simplest applications of Rao's theorem is to show that any two pairs C, C1 of skew lines are linked, since the corresponding Hartshorne-Rao modules are isomorphic: M(C) 1 M( C') z k (occurring in degree zero). We now apply the techniques of the last section to generalize this result: letting C and c' be unions of r and s skew lines, respectively, we ask when C can be linked to C'. The answer depends very much on whether or not C lies on a quadric surface. In both cases, it will also be useful to distinguish between even and odd liaison.
From the long exact sequence associated to the restriction sequence (4) of the last section we have 0,
In particular dim M,(C) = r -1, and so a necessary condition for C to be evenly linked to c' is that r = s. One quickly deduces from this that two skew lines can never be linked to a larger number of skew lines. Hence we shall assume from now on that r > 3. Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem: THEOREM 3.1. Let C= u;= 1 Ai be a union of r 2 3 skew lines and let c' = Uf= 1 1; be an arbitrary union of skew lines.
(a) If C lies on a quadric surface Q then C -C' zf and only if r = s and C' also lies on Q.
(b) Zf C does not lie on a quadric surface then C can be recoveredfrom the variety V,, and is not evenly linked to any other set of skew lines. There is at most one C' which is oddly linked to C. If they are directly linked then r = s. Proof of (a) Since C is the union of at least three skew lines lying on a quadric surface, we immediately observe that this surface is smooth and that it must be unique. Call it Q. Clearly all the ;li lie in the same ruling of Q, and each line in the other ruling is an r-secant of C.
Assume first that r = s and C' also lies on Q. It C' lies in the same ruling as C then C and C' are linearly equivalent and so are (evenly) linked. If C and C' are in opposite rulings of Q then we can construct a direct link of C with C': for each i, 1 d iQ r =s, A, meets 1: in a point, and together they span a plane Hi. Taking S to be the union of these r planes, we have that C is directly linked to C' by the complete intersection of Q and S.
Conversely, assume C-C'. We first consider the case where C is evenly linked to C'. We have already seen that r = s. To show that C' also lies on Q we will identify the variety VO and make use of the fact that V, = VO.
Let L E S1. By Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, we know that L* E V, if and only if either H, meets C in r collinear points or H, contains one of the components ii of C. We observed earlier that each line in the other ruling of Q is an r-secant of C, so the general plane H, containing such a line meets C in r collinear points.
Then one quickly sees that L* E V,, if and only if H, is tangent to Q. In particular, VO is a quadric surface in (p3)*. (In general, the degree of the surface in (P3)* corresponding to the union of the tangent planes to a smooth surface of degree d in P3 is d(d-1)2.) Now if C' does not lie on any quadric surface then it has at most two r-secants, so dim VO = 1. Hence C' must lie on a smooth quadric surface Q', and L* E VO if and only if H, is tangent to Q'. Therefore since V,, = Vb, Q = Q' and C' lies on Q. Now assume C is oddly linked to C'. Then as above we can directly link C to a curve C" consisting of r skew lines in the other ruling of Q. Since C" is then evenly linked to C' we are in the previous case and result follows, completing the proof of (a).
Proof of (b). We now take C = lJ;= , li to be the union of r skew lines not on a quadric surface, so r 3 4. By Corollary 2.2 and Corollary 2.5, VO is the union of the dual lines AT and the duals of the r-secants of C. But C has at most two r-secants, and they must be skew (by Bezout's theorem). Note that the duals of the r-secants of C are r-secants of the II,+, and the latter are skew. Since r > 4 one can thus identify which components of V,, are the AT, and so one recovers C from V,.
Since V, is an even liaison invariant, it follows that no other set of skew lines can be evenly linked to C. The problem with odd liaison, of course, is that by Hartshorne's theorem if we are given a candidate C to be oddly linked to C, we cannot compare V,, with VO but rather must compare V, 3) ' (cf. [6] ). Consequently, we take a "general" set C of r B 4 skew lines to be one which has maximal rank.
We already know that C is not evenly linked to any other set of skew lines, so we focus on odd liaison.
From the theorem of Hartshorne and Hirschowitz and from (4) One can check that in the first case /In = n + 3.
This sequence is independent of r as long as C has maximal rank (except, of course, that at some point the sequence stops, and this point depends on r). Furthermore, the (non-zero) /I, for A4 " (C) will be the same integers but in the reverse order! Now let c' be an arbitrary set of s skew lines, and we ask if C' can be oddly linked to C. In particular this would mean, loosely, that the "beginning" of M( C') looks like the "end" of M(C). We show this cannot happen.
We already known that for C' to be linked to C it cannot lie on a quadric surface, and so we have dim M,(C) = s -1, dim M,(C) = 2s -4, and dim M,(C') = 3s -10. Consequently /I& = 3. When can M(C) "end" with /I, = 3? Clearly we need p = 0. /?, is the last entry in the sequence exactly when M,+*(C) is the last nonzero component of M(C). If r > 6 then p > 1 and the last entry in the sequence is at least 4. Hence the theorem is proved for r > 6.
If r = 4 then dim M,(C) = 3, dim M,(C) = 4, dim MJC) = 2, and all other components are zero. In order for C' to be oddly linked to C, then, it would be necessary that dim M,(C') = 2; i.e., C' would have to consist of three skew lines. We have seen that this is impossible.
If r = 5 then dim M,(C) = 4, dim M,(C) = 6, dim M2(C) = 5, and all other components are zero. In order for C' to be oddly linked to C it would be necessary that dim M,(C) = 5; i.e., C' would have to consist of six skew lines. But it is easy to check that for any collection C' of six skew lines, the number of non-zero components of M(C') must be at least four. Hence this is also impossible. This concludes the proof. 1 COROLLARY 3.2. Let C be a curve of type (m, n) on a smooth quadric Q, and let c' be a curve of type (m', n') on a smooth quadric Q'. Proof: C (resp. C') is linked to a union of Im --nl (resp. (m'-n'l) skew lines on Q (resp. Q'). 1 Remark 3.3. The statement in Theorem 3.1(b) that there is at most one C' oddly linked to C is in some cases the best possible. For example, there exists a set C of six skew lines on a smooth cubic surface S which is linked via S and a quartic surface T to another set C' of six skew lines. (The complete intersection C u C' = S n T is a "double-six" configuration. See Fig. 3.) It is also possible to link certain unions of eight skew lines together using -%t$k - FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 two quartic surfaces S and T, each of which is the union of two smooth quadric surfaces. The complete interseclion forms the configuration shown in Fig. 4. 1 Remark 3.4. Lazarsfeld and Rao define e(C) = max { n 1 H'( C, Q-(n)) # 0} and describe the special properties of a curve C which does not lie on a surface of degree e(C) + 3, and the additional properties if it also does not lie on a surface of degree e(C) + 4 (cf. [8] ). For skew lines e(C) = -2, so their work can be applied to complement Theorem 3.1. For example, they give a more algebraic way of recovering C from M(C) if C does not lie on a quadric. 1
COHEN-MACAULAY AND BUCHSBAUM CONFIGURATION OF LINES
The main goal of this section is to apply the techniques of Section 2 to extend a result in [3, 4] (b) [4] A Cl,, and a C1,2 are C-M, a C1,3 is Buchsbaum but not C-M, and a Cl*, is not Buchsbaum for n > 4. Note that if m 2 3 then C,,n lies on a smooth quadric surface. Hence the C-M and Buchsbaum properties of C,,n-configurations are fully understood, except for the case of CZ,n for n > 5 if it does not lie on a quadric surface. We now answer this question. (~1 A G,n is not Buchsbaum for n > 7.
Proof
We shall make frequent use of the exact sequence (4) of Section 2, as well as the following key fact:
for da 1.
To see this, note that no more than two lines in the Cz,n-configuration meet at any point, and that the restriction of H"(Oc,"(d)) to any line ,Ii or Aj is isomorphic to a subspace of p(O,,(d)). We then carefully construct
by patching together sections on the li and $. Consider first the curve A1 u 1;. We can find embeddings til: P' + P3 and I&: P' + P3 whose images are (respectively) ill and A;, subject to the condition that for some P, QEP', II/,(P)=$;(Q).
Let U=A' be the complement of any point other than P and Q in P'. There is a natural bijection between linear forms FE @(O,,(d)) and polynomials f of degree Qd on A'. Then the elements of Ho(U,,",i(d)) are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs (F,, F2) E @(O&d)) x @(Op,(d)) such that f,(P) = fi(Q). To find all such elements we may choose F, arbitrarily, and then the condition f,(P) =fJQ) for F2 gives a hyperplane (not necessarily through 0) in @(t?&,(d)). Thus h"(tI!&,,Ai(d))=d+ 1 +d=2d+ 1. To complete the proof, one then "attaches" the lines &, A;, A;,..., 1; (in that order!), always using the same (well-chosen) copy of A' c P'. Note that to specify the value of a polynomial at two points is always a codimension-two condition for da 1. First suppose that dim II~~(C*,~) > 1. Then hO(&-,,(3)) 2 3. Note that even in the "worst" case, where 1,, 1,, A;, ,I;, I;, 'and 2: all lie on a quadric surface Q, we still have h"(Yc,,(3)) = 2. (Any cubic containing C2:+ would be the union of Q with a plane containing A;.) Hence rf h"(Y&(3)) 2 3 we must have two cubits containing C2,5 and meeting properly. These link C2,5 to a curve C'. By Hartshome's theorem, dim M3(C2,5) = dim M-,(C'). But since dim M,(C') = 1, Proposition 2.8 shows that this is impossible. Thus dim M3(CZ,5) = 0.
To show that dim M,(C,,) = 0 for r 2 4 we link C2,5 to a curve C' via a cubic and a quartic surface and apply the same reasoning as above. Therefore M(C,,) is non-zero in exactly one component, so C2,5 must be Buchsbaum.
Proof of (b) . If the C2,6 does not lie on a cubic surface then dim M,( C2,J = 0, dim M2( CZ,J = 2, dim M3( C,,,) = 0, and dim M4( C2,J = ~"(9-J4N -7.
If there exist two quartic surfaces containing C2,6 and meeting properly then use these to link C2,6 to a curve C' with dim M,(C,,) = dim M4-JC'). In particular dim M,( C') = 0, and an argument along the lines of Section 2 shows that O=dimM,(C')=dimM-,(C')= *.* (since degC'=8 and not every hyperplane meets C' in 8 collinear points). Therefore M( C2,J is nonzero in just one component, so C2,6 is Buchsbaum.
If all quartics containing C2,6 have a common component then the condition h"(9&(4)) > 7 forces C2,6 to have the property that seven of the eight lines, say, A,, 1,, 1; ,...., &, lie on a quadric surface Q. (Note that any quartic surface containing A; ,..., 1; must contain Q.) But then C2,6 lies on a pencil of (reducible) cubic surfaces, contradicting our hypothesis and completing the first part of(b).
For the second part of (b) we first consider the case just mentioned. Then dim M2( C2,6) = 2, dim M3( C2,6) = h'(~7$+(3)) = 2 and we have the exact sequence For a general H,, C,,, n H, consists of seven co-conical points and one other point. Then h'(H,, &.,,,HL(3))=2, so &(L) cannot be the zero map. Therefore C2,6 is not Buchsbaum.
The only remaining case is where C2,6 lies on a unique cubic surface S. We first claim that S must be irreducible. Clearly S cannot be the union of three planes. If S is the union of a quadric Q and a plane H then Q must contain exactly five of the 2;. But then Q also contains I, and A,, so as above H (and hence S) is not unique. Therefore S is irreducible. Now, dim M,(C,,,) = h"(9c,,(3)) = 1, and by (*) we just need to show that there exists an H, for which h'(H,, 9 c2,6 n m( 3 )) < 3. Equivalently, we will show that not every hyperplane section of C2,6 lies on a conic (since clearly the general hyperplane section does not have live collinear points).
In Chapter 4 of [S] there is a description of all cubic surfaces and the lines they contain. From this one can check that the only irreducible cubic surface S in P3 which contains a C2,6 is the projection from P4 of a Steiner surface. Hence S is double along 1, (say) and it contains infinitely many lines, each meeting Izl and I,. (This type of surface is described in greater detail at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 5.3.) Among these lines are 5 ). Note that by using the techniques of Section 2 one can verify directly that &(L) (the only one in question) is zero for all L, so C is Buchsbaum. 1
GENERAL RATIONAL CURVES
In this section we investigate the behavior of "general" rational curves under liaison. More specifically, we shall let C be a "general" smooth rational curve and ask when a smooth rational curve C' can linked to C. In the most difficult case (rational sextics) we must consider not only the variety I', associated to M(C), but a certain line bundle on I',. (In this case we require that C' be "general" also.)
Recall first the theorem of Hirschowitz [7] that the general smooth rational curve of any degree has maximal rank (see the proof of Theorem 3.1(c) for the definition), so we take this as our definition of "generality" (except for the sextic case, where we strengthen it somewhat). In particular, C is not evenly linked to any other smooth rational curves and is oddly linked to at most one, which must also have degree 8.
Proof. Part (a) follows easily from (*), using the theorems of Hartshorne and of Rao (Note that dim M,(C) =deg c'-3 by Riemann-Roth and our exact sequence (4) of Section 2, so deg C' = 4.)
Note that e(C) = -1 (cf. Remark 3.4). For d >, 7 C lies on no cubic surface, so by [S] C is not evenly linked to any rational curves.
The odd liaison case for (b) follows from (*) and Hartshorne's theorem: for d = 7 it is immediate and for d 2 9 the argument is identical to that given for Theorem 3.1(c).
It only remains to consider odd liaison for d= 8. Note that h"(P3, &-(4)) = 2, so by Lemma 1.2 (and the fact that C is irreducible), C is directly linked to an octic C' of arithmetic genus 0. Let C -X c'. From the exact sequence (cf. [ 11, Remarque 1.51) twisted by n =4 and n = 5 we conclude that e(C) = -1. Reversing the roles of C and C' in this sequence we see that h"([Fp3, Y&,(3)) = 0, so we can apply Proposition 1.4 of [8] to conclude that c' is not evenly linked to any rational curves. 1 We now turn to the case of general smooth rational quintics. If C is such a curve, then by (*) we have dim M,(C) = 2, dim M2( C) = 1, and dim M,(C) = 0 otherwise. Hence C is not oddly linked to any rational curves and can only be evenly linked to other general rational quintics. We now must decide which rational quintics actually fall in the liaison class of c. THEOREM 5.2. Let C be a general smooth quintic and let C' be any smooth rational curve. Then C has a unique quadrisecant A, and C-C' tf and only if deg C' = 5 and A is also the unique quadrisecant of C'.
Proof
Since dim M3(C) = 0, we see that hO( P3, Y&3)) = 4. Hence C lies on a three-dimensional family of cubic surfaces, which are all irreducible. The intersection of any two of these is a curve containing not only C but all the quadrisecants of C-hence C has a finite number of quadrisecants. Now, by Corollary 2.2 L* E V, if and only if the five points of Cn H, lie on at least a pencil of tonics. This happens if and only if four of the five points are collinear; that is, if and only if H, contains a quadrisecant of C.
V,, then, is the union of the duals of the quadrisecants of C. Since there are a finite number of these, I/, is one-dimensional. But this is the expected dimension of V, since dim M,(C) = 2 and dim M,(C) = 1. Hence by Lemma 1.4, deg V, = 1 and C has exactly one quadrisecant. One can check that V, determines M(C) up to isomorphism, so this completes the proof. i Finally, we consider the case of a general smooth rational sextic C. For convenience, we strengthen somewhat our notion of "generality" to mean that C has exactly six distinct quadrisecants (and no quintisecants). To justify this, we shall see that any smooth cubic surface in P3 contains a fivedimensional family of smooth rational sextics, each having exactly six distinct quadrisecants and not lying on any other cubic surface (the latter by Bezout's theorem, since the quadrisecants all lie on any cubic containing C). But in iP3 there is a 19-dimensional family of smooth cubic surfaces and an irreducible 24-dimensional family of smooth rational sextics. (Note that these new "general" rational sextics continue to have maximal rank.)
In what follows it will be necessary to make frequent and heavy use of the explicit geometry of a cubic surface. The best treatment of this from our point of view is in Chapter 4 of [S]-all relevant background can be found there. (a) C (resp. C') lies on a unique cubic surface S (resp. S'), which is smooth, (b) C-C' if and only if S = S' and either C is linearly equivalent to C' or else C is directly linked to c' by S and some quartic surface.
Proof: We have seen that C lies on a unique cubic surface S. Furthermore, the six quadrisecants must be disjoint: a plane containing two quadrisecants would meet C in at least seven points (up to multiplicity) since C is smooth, contradicting Bezout's theorem.
From the description of cubic surfaces in [5] one can check that the only ones containing six skew lines are the smooth ones and the projections from P4 of Steiner surfaces (which are singular along a line). We now claim that C cannot lie on one of the latter surfaces, so S must be smooth.
Let T be such a surface. Then T is the projection from P4 of a Steiner surface T. These surfaces are realized as follows: let D be a line in P4 and let E, be a conic in a complementary 2-plane /i. Let @: D + E, be a degree one map. Then T is the union of the lines 1, joining P E D to $(P) E E,, as P ranges over all of D. T is the image of T under projection from a point of n-in particular, this projection is one-to-one away from E, and two-toone on E,,. T is singular exactly along the image of E,,, which is a line E.
Note that E meets all the lines of T except the image of D.
The Picard group of T is generated by the class of I, and the class of EO. In particular (being somewhat loose with notation) D = E,-1, and the canonical divisor K,= -2E, -1,. Also, E,. E, = 1, E,. 1, = 1, and ~,*Ap=O. Now, a smooth rational sextic B on T must be the projection of a smooth rational sextic B' on T'. Letting B' = aE, + bA,, the degree 6 condition translates into 2a + b = 6 and the rationality condition translates (via the adjunction formula) into u2 -3a + 2ab -2b + 2 = 0. Combining, we see that the only integral solution is a = 1, b = 4. But then B' . E, = 1 + 4 = 5, so B has the double line E of T as a quintisecant. Therefore, our general rational sextic C must lie on a cubic surface and we have proved (a).
For (b), one direction is immediate since linearly equivalent curves are evenly linked. Conversely, assume that C-C'. Our approach is somewhat by brute force. Having established that C lies on a smooth cubic surface, we shall begin by finding all the rational sextics on such a surface (in terms of the Picard group). Certain patterns will become evident, which will allow us to identify the variety I', associated to M(C). This will allow us to very much narrow down the possibilities for a general rational sextic C' to be linked to C, although it will not completely answer the question. To finish, we shall consider a certain line bundle on V, which will finally determine which C' are linked to C.
Let us then examine the smooth cubic surface S. We shall think of S as the blow-up of P2 at six general points. More precisely, we quote the following theorem [S, p. 4893: "Every smooth cubic surface SC P3 may be obtained by blowing up P* at six points p1 ,..., p6, no three COllinear and not all six in a conic, and embedding the blow-up in P3 by the proper transform of the linear system of cubits passing through the pointsp,."
From this point of view, the Picard group on S is generated by the exceptional divisors E, ,..., E, and the proper transform L of a line I in [Fp'. For example, a hyperplane section H of S under this embedding is linearly equivalent to 3L -E, -. . -E,. Note that Ei. E, = -6, and Ei. L = 0.
As promised, these facts can be used to list all the smooth rational sextics on S up to linear equivalence. We merely express them as the proper transforms of curves in P* of degree a passing through pi with multiplicity a, (loosely, C= aL -a, E, -... -a,E,). Toward this end we establish some conditions on a and the ai: Proof: For (a) look at lines through two pi. For (b) look at tonics through five pi. Then since C is smooth (and irreducible), both results follow from Bezout's theorem.
It is tedious but straightforward to find all positive integers satisfying these conditions, and hence all smooth rational sextics on S, expressed as linear combinations of the Ei and L. Since we can similarly express the 27 lines on S as linear combinations of the Ei and L, we can determine how many times each of these lines meets C, and in the process we will locate all the quadrisecants (and quintisecants, where they exist). In this way we isolate those C with six quadrisecants.
Omitting details, we make the following conclusions:
I. All the smooth rational sextics on a smooth cubic surface have either six distinct quadrisecants or one quadrisecant and one quintisecant.
II. There are 72 linear systems of (smooth) rational sextics with six quadrisecants. There are 432 linear systems of (smooth) rational sextics with a quintisecant. Each of these 504 linear systems has projective dimension 5.
III. If C has six quadrisecants then there are also six lines on S which are disjoint from C. These form a "double-six" configuration with the six quadrisecants (see Fig. 3 of Section 3). Each of the other 15 lines on S meets C twice.
IV. The 72 linear systems pair off in the following sense: given one such linear system, the residual system cut out by quartic surfaces ((4H -Cl ) is again one of the 72 linear systems. Furthermore, the quadrisecants of one system are the "disjoint lines" of the residual system (see III) and vice versa. Since there are exactly 36 "double-sixes" on a smooth cubic surface, we have one pair of linear systems for each "double-six."
With these facts we can proceed to analyze M(C). Since dim M,(C) = 3, dim M2(C) = 3, and dim M,(C) = 0 for n # 1 or 2, I', is the only degeneracy locus to study. We now claim that not every hyperplane section of C lies on a conic-then by Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 1.4 this implies that V, must be a cubic surface.
Suppose that every hyperplane section lay on a conic. Since C has no quintisecant, this conic is necessarily unique. Let 2 be a simple secant of C which does not meet any of the six quadrisecants, and consider the pencil of planes through il. On each of these planes lies the unique conic containing the six points of C (up to multiplicity), and as the planes vary these tonics span a surface T. We shall show that T is a quadric-since T contains C, this will be a contradiction.
Let H be any plane through 1. H meets Tin a conic plus possibly 1 with some multiplicity. All we have to do to show that T is a quadric, then, is show that 1 does not lie on T. Since ;i is a simple secant line, all the tonics contain the same two points of 1. And none of the tonics can contain ,l as a component since then the other component would be a quadrisecant (contradicting the choice of 2). Hence 1 does not lie on T and T is a quadric. Therefore V, c (P3)* is a cubic surface.
To identify V,, first let jll,..., 1, be the quadrisecants of C and let p,,..., pFLg be the lines on S which are disjoint from C. Any plane H through a li meets C in two more points, and so the six points of Hn C lie on a reducible conic. Hence A,? c V,. Any plane H through a p, meets S in the union of pj and a conic, so the six points of H n C must be coconical. Hence @ c V, .
Note that the A* and the p,? together form a double-six configuration on Vi. But any such conliguration lies on a unique cubic surface, which is smooth. Therefore this determines the surface V,. Now, any other double-six on S will give us, via this procedure, a different cubic surface in (lP')*. In fact, one can check by simple projective geometry (and knowledge of the configuration of the 27 lines on S) that the dual of any line on S other than a Ai or a pj will not lie on Vi.
Using these facts together with conclusion IV above, we can derive our first partial result: Let C and C' be general smooth rational sextics lying on the same smooth cubic surface S. Then C-C' if and only if either C' is linearly equivalent to C or else C' lies in the residual linear system 14H-Cl. Now, however, we must turn to general smooth rational sextics C' which do not lie on S. C' will lie on a smooth cubic surface and will have a double-six associated to it as above. The dual of this double-six determines v; = I/,.
What, then, are the possibilities for C' if it is to be linked to C? Using the fact that V; = VI, we work backwards: since there are 36 double-sixes on Vi, by previous remarks this means there are only 36 cubic surfaces on which C' could lie (including S). Furthermore, by conclusion IV there are only two linear systems on each of these surfaces which could contain C ' We see, then, that the rational sextics in these 72 linear systems are the only ones in P3 which correspond to the variety Vi. Unfortunately, however, we have reached the point where the determinantal invariants are no longer enough to determine the module up to isomorphism. In fact, we shall show that those C' not lying on S are not linked to C.
Our technique will be to study the line bundle K on V, , whose libre over any L* E V, is ker d;(L). By the exact sequence this kernel is given by @'(H,, jHL, ,(2)). We shall show that (1) for a "disjoint line" pj (cf. conclusion III), deg(K ( ,;) = -1, (2) for a quadrisecant &, deg(KI,:) = -3, and (3) for any other line u* c Vi, deg(Kl,,.) = -4. We shall then conclude that for any C' which is not linearly equivalent to C on S, M( C') z&' M(C). The same is true if we replace C by an element of 14H -Cl (whose module is A4" (C)( -3) ). This will conclude the proof of Theorem 5.3.
The proofs are as follows:
(1) To calculate the degree of KiP; we think of # as the pencil of planes 29, through pjLi, and study carefully p(H,, 4THLn . (2)). In any such plane H,, the residual to pj in HL n S is a conic C, containing all six points of HL n C. While we cannot find a section directly for Kj + we can find its degree indirectly.
Let E 1 --, f(i" be the line bundle whose libre over L* E II,;" is represented by the complete intersection S n H,. Choosing an explicit equation F(X,,, Xi, ;U,, X,) = 0 for S and restricting to H, gives a section, which clearly never vanishes identically on H,. Hence deg E, = 0.
Let E 2 + kj* be the line bundle whose fibre over L* E @ is represented by the line gj on H,. To give a section we choose an explicit equation for a plane H, containing pj and restrict to HL. This vanishes only when HL = H,, i.e., when L* = M* E ~7, and so deg E2 = 1.
Since clearly E, = E,@(KI,,;), it follows that deg(KI,$ = 0 -1 = -1.
(2) The case of Kin: is analogous, but slightly more involved. Given any plane H, containing lj, let yL be the line spanned by the two points of HA n C which are not on lj. Let 3 be the surface spanned by all these lines as L* varies along A:. Clearly Cc 3 and 3 is smooth away from li. Since C does not lie on any surface of degree < 3 other than S, deg 3 > 4. Hence 3 must be singular along ai (since the complete intersection H, n 3 is supported on a conic). We are interested in the exact degree of 3, which was pointed out by Tony Horowitz:
Claim. deg 3 = 5.
Proof: Embed C as a rational normal curve D in P6. If we do this via the complete linear system I&?-( 1)1 on C, we see that C is actually the projection from P6 of D. The one-parameter family of pairs of points mentioned above is a g: on C, so correspondingly we have a gt on D. The family of lines spanned by the gi on D sweeps out a rational normal scroll which has degree 5. Then clearly the projection which sends D to C also sends this rational normal scroll to 3. (Since C is smooth, the projection is from a point off the secant variety of D, and so the projection of the surface is well-defined.) Hence deg $= 5.
We then proceed exactly as before, using 3 rather than S, to find line bundles E, -+ ,lF and E2 -+ ,%F where deg El = 0, deg E2 = 3, and E, = E2@(KIA;). Then we conclude that deg(KI,:) = -3 as desired.
(3) Without loss of generality let the &+ be the exceptional divisors on Yl, and so the p,+ come from tonics in BP2 passing through five of the six points that were blown up. Although the line u* cannot be written as a linear combination of these 12 divisors, it is possible to express 2u* in this way. In doing so, we can deduce that deg(KI,,*)= -4. (Note that the answer does not change if we reverse the roles of the &? and the @.)
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. 1
